
Hardlock USB key status information 
Hardlock USB is equipped with an LED display which shows the status of the protection module. 
 
LED display  Status 
LED does not light  The module is not recognized. 

 
Possible reasons: No driver, no USB support, module 
not functioning. 
 

LED flashes at approx. 2 Hz  The module is recognized, but not initialized 
correctly.   
 
Possible reasons: Memory defective, module not 
encoded as a Hardlock module, module not 
functioning. 
 

LED lights up The module is recognized and initialized correctly. 
 

 
If your USB key LED is steadily lit then the hardware should be functioning correctly and it is like that your 
problem is not related to the installation of your key. 
 



BioWin Hardlock key messages 
 
BioWin error message Possible reasons 
Error : Unable to find Key 
OR 
All network licenses in use 

1.) The key is not plugged in or could not be 
found. 

2.) The key driver software is not properly 
installed. 

3.) If you have a server version of the 
software, then either the Hardlock server 
cannot be found or all the licenses are in 
use.    

Error : Network error 1.) If you do not have the server version then 
key cannot be found. 

2.) If you have a server version of the 
software, then an error in network 
operation (remote) was detected. This may 
occur, for example, if no protocol (such as 
IPX or NetBios) is loaded in the local 
client system. 

Error : Accessing required driver A required driver cannot be opened. The problem is 
usually that the driver is not installed. 

Error : Too many users The maximum number of users has been reached. 
Error : Invalid environment settings The specified environment variable for the API 

search sequence contains only incorrect entries. 
Error : Version mismatch - HLVDD.DLL, 
HARDLOCK.VXD or HARDLOCK.SYS 

During communication, the system determined that 
the HL-Server or an installed Hardlock driver is not 
compatible with the API version being used. 

 
BioWin Lease messages Possible reasons 
LEASE EXPIRED Your lease period has come to an end – contact 

EnviroSim for a lease renewal. 
Your BioWin lease will expire in X days. 
Contact EnviroSim to renew your lease now. 

Your lease will expire in the specified number of 
days. 

Your BioWin lease was successfully updated The lease code that you entered was accepted by 
BioWin and your lease date has been updated. 

Your BioWin lease was successfully updated - An 
updated version is available. 

The lease code that you entered was accepted by 
BioWin and your lease date has been updated.  A 
newer version of the BioWin software is available. 

Code appears to be mistyped - please check The code that you entered is incorrect (for the key 
that you are using), or has been mistyped. 

Program file appears corrupted The BioWin executable file appears to be corrupt – 
please contact EnviroSim. 

Purchased version BioWin - Code entered for older 
version 

The activation code entered is only valid for the 
version of BioWin purchased. 

 


